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Absolutely
A-mazing
The new Mercedes-Benz A-Class will have you 
doing double-takes in disbelief. Suddenly, the 
competition looks decidedly déclassé

Words by Dieter Losskarn

Make it more radical,’ were the 
words that made Mark Fetherston 
look up in disbelief. � e board of 

directors of Mercedes-Benz in Stuttgart 
had just � nished their � rst inspection of 
the new A-Class outlines and were calling 
for a complete change to the old mindset 
of watering down visionary designs of 
show-stopping concept cars. 

Fetherston responded with the most 
radical departure in Mercedes model 
launch history. � e vehicle is at � rst glance 
identical to the SLS-inspired concept car 
presented a couple of years ago. And it 
doesn’t only look good from the outside; 
the interior is pure Mercedes comfort. 
A great smartphone and tablet app 
allows you to preview, colour, spec and 
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accessorise the new A-class to your heart’s 
desire. � ere are many di� erent spec levels 
to choose from, and on the app, you can 
view your tailor-made A-Class from every 
possible angle.

Five-star Euro NCAP ratings make this 
vehicle one of the safest cars on the road. 
I started with the A180, winding endlessly 
around the corners above Simon’s Town, 
only to be further impressed when 
I popped it into sports mode. Next in line 
was the A220 diesel along Chapman’s Peak 
Drive, ending o�  with the range’s � agship 
model: the agile A250 Sport.

� e new A-Class feels solid on the road, 
particularly in the sport version. It enters 
the compact hatchback segment like 
a hockey player would a golf tournament. 
Parked next to a Golf VII, Audi A3 or BMW 
1-Series, the previously conservative 
German looks freaking awesome. What 
was once the role of the A-Class is now 
the prerogative of the B- (or boring-) Class.

One variant that will be anything but 
boring is the AMG-treated A45, headed 
this way later this year. As Merc enters the 
hot hatch lane, competition beware. SA 
Car of the Year contender, for sure.  

2.0-litre petrol,
155kW and 350Nm

R395 000

mercedes-benz.
co.za

POWER

A250 SPORT 
TECH

AND SPEC

0-100 km/h in 
6.6 seconds;
Top speed 
240km/h

PERFORMANCE

FUEL

6.4 l/100 km

PRICE

Flashes of red decorate both the exterior and interior 
of the A250, a nod to the hand of AMG

Parked next to a Golf VII, Audi A3 or 
BMW 1-Series, the once conservative 
German car looks freaking awesome

LAUNCH
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